Caracole Compositions Debuts The Adela Collection
Greensboro, NC, October 11, 2016 – Visions of graceful, dignified sophistication will abound as
Caracole Compositions debuts a new whole-home collection at Fall High Point Market, titled The
Adela Collection. Curvaceous profiles, flowing movement, stunning fabrics and shimmering details are
the hallmarks of the collection.
Throughout the collection, curving lines
surround each piece, even on the sides. This is
no more evident than in the Adela Buffet. The
Washed Alabaster maple doors curve outward;
the sides bend inward; and the piece is
wrapped in a flowing, delicately-carved,
glistening taupe ribbon motif. Beckoning you to
open its doors are two carved insets that evoke
the astroid design element, each beaded in
metallic taupe to shimmer like two pieces of
jewelry on an evening gown.

The Adela Round Dining Table adds a whimsical opulence
to any dining room. Generously proportioned at 68-inch,
the top shows off a starburst inlay of White Alabaster
maple. The rim of the table is trimmed in the carved,
metallic taupe ribbon motif. Adding to the table’s whimsy
is a curvy base that produces a charming effect.

Magical and majestic forms take center stage with the
collection’s two beds. Both silhouettes are elegantly
upholstered with nontraditional tufting that incorporates
two interpretations of the astroid pattern. There is a tall
and sleek sleigh bed that features beautiful nail details
around its edges; and a carved bed that acts as a
centerpiece for any bedroom. The beds showcase lush
fabrics, the carved ribbon motif and exquisitely curved
shapes.

The feminine tailoring of this
collection is exemplified by the
seating groups. The sofas and
chairs have soft curves and
subtle movement, but nothing is
busy or overly designed. Lush
velvets, textured boucles and

beautiful satins, in neutral colors, are paired with the signature shimmering taupe paint color. Each
seating piece has an elegant outward beauty and exudes a sense of opulence with generous and
welcoming proportions.
Among the 30 pieces in The Adela collection are complementary cocktail tables with antique mirror
insets; dramatically accessorized media cabinets with electronics access; beautiful side chairs with
exposed frames draped in pearly finishes; dressers and nightstands with delicate silk screen patterns
on the insides; dining chairs with regal high backs; and more.
See The Adela collection during High Point Market at the Caracole Showroom, C500 - IHFC,
Commerce, Floor 5.
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